INSPIRING THE
TEACHERS
WHO INSPIRE US
itslearning for Teachers

As a next-generation learning platform, we can help teachers with all of the daily tasks needed to mold the next generation of leaders and thinkers.

Curriculum planning made easier

Guided, intuitive onboarding: You can build your first plan in itslearning within minutes, even if you’ve never used an LMS before.

Plans and Playlists: Create a robust sequencing of content for you the teacher, for students and even parents.

Standards-alignment: Easily add and track standards-aligned content.

Create and deploy assessments

Easy-to-use Gradebook: All grades are automatically added and are fully sortable.

Standards-aligned Rubrics: Connect assignments with standards and create rubrics to easily assess and track student mastery of content.

 Seamles Google and Microsoft integration: Give feedback directly on an uploaded document without ever leaving the platform.

Transform data into insight

Trends and progress reporting: Go beyond the traditional gradebook and track student performance over time.

Tailored recommendation engine: Share personalized resources with students based on their performance.

Individual learning reports: Understand a particular student better with detailed data on performance.

Fully engage your students

Curated content from top third party-resources: With more than two million built-in resources, curated content is easily found.

Integrated instant messenger: Answering student questions within the platform.

Complete mobile functionality: Wherever you go, itslearning goes too.

Collaboration via cloud resources: Students can direct their own learning by working in groups, or you can help guide them via the cloud.